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The aim of this work was to determine whether intrinsically 
bent DNA sites are present at, or close to, the mammalian rep-
lication origins oriGNAI3 and oriB in the Chinese hamster 
AMPD2 locus. Using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay 
and in silico analysis, we located four intrinsically bent DNA 
sites (b1 to b4) in a fragment that contains the oriGNAI3 and 
one site (b5) proximal to oriB. The helical parameters show 
that each bent DNA site is curved in a left-handed superhelical 
writhe. A 2D projection of 3D fragment trajectories revealed 
that oriGNAI3 is located in a relatively straight segment 
flanked by bent sites b1 and b2, which map in previously 
identified Scaffold/Matrix Attachment Region. Sites b3 and b4 
are located approximately 2 kb downstream and force the frag-
ment into a strong closed loop structure. The b5 site is also lo-
cated in an S/MAR that is found just downstream of oriB. 
[BMB reports 2010; 43(11): 744-749]

INTRODUCTION

Aside from its canonical double-helical structure, DNA is ca-
pable of forming conformational motifs such as hairpin, cruci-
form and curved structures (1). A curved DNA segment is 
formed by several main axis deflections of the double helix 
and is known as bent DNA. Bent DNA can be caused by flexi-
bility at protein binding sites where the double helix warps 
when in contact with a binding partner (2, 3). A bent region 
may also be intrinsic, i.e., dependent on a nucleotide se-
quence comprising periodic repetitions of two or more ad-

enine or thymine bases phased approximately every 10 base 
pairs (bp) or multiples of 10 bp (1, 4). The relationship be-
tween curved DNA segments and nuclear processes such as 
transcription, recombination and initiation at replication ori-
gins is an exciting research field. Our lab has been dedicated 
to mapping intrinsically bent DNA sites within genomic ele-
ments, e.g., promoters, replication origins, segments involved 
in recombination events and Scaffold/Matrix Attachment 
Regions, S/MARs (5-12). Now we are mapping these curved el-
ements for the AMPD2 amplified locus where seven repli-
cation origins were recently confirmed and mapped using the 
molecular combing methodology (13-15). Two of these repli-
cation origins, oriGNAI3 and oriB, lie in well-studied segments 
and co-localize with previously described S/MARs (16). Our 
objective was to map intrinsically bent DNA sites on oriGNAI3 
and oriB segments by in silico and electrophoretic mobility 
shift analyses as well as 2D projections of 3D fragment trajec-
tories. The results showed that intrinsically bent DNA sites, ex-
hibiting left-handed superhelical writhe, are present near these 
two origins of the AMPD2 locus.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ENDS RATIO analysis of the amplified AMPD2 locus 
A large region of the AMPD2 amplified locus (~65 kb), which 
contains oriGNAI3, oriC, oriB and oriA, was subjected to in 
silico analysis by using Map15 software to characterize the 
helical parameter for DNA curvature, ENDS ratio, Fig. 1. Seve-
ral ENDS ratio peaks were observed and distributed through-
out the entire segment, including near the replication origins 
(Fig. 1, gray boxes). However, in the regions of large repli-
cation initiation events (black boxes), no important peaks of 
ENDS ratio were observed. This scenario could indicate that 
intrinsically bent DNA sites only flank the replication origins. 
These sites could be responsible for building a 3D structure of 
these segments. To investigate this hypothesis, the helical pa-
rameters and electrophoretic mobility shift assay of oriGNAI3 
and oriB were analyzed. 
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Fig. 1. ENDS ratio analysis of the Chinese hamster amplified AMPD2 polygenic locus. The transcription directions of the GNAI3, GNAT2
and AMPD2 genes are showed by arrows on top. The gray boxes indicate the localization of the replication origins oriGNAI3, oriC, oriB
and oriA, and the black area is the region where a large number of replication events take place (13).

The oriGNAI3 and oriB segments contain intrinsically bent 
DNA sites of left-handed superhelical writhe
The 4.4 kb fragment harboring oriGNAI3 displays four prom-
inent peaks at nucleotide positions 570, 1,140, 2,830 and 
3,660 bp with ENDS ratio values of 1.11 (b1), 1.12 (b2), 1.16 
(b3) and 1.19 (b4), respectively (Fig. 2A). Only one pro-
nounced peak with an ENDS ratio of 1.18 (b5) is observed at 
position 1,150 bp in the 2.5 kb segment that contains oriB 
(Fig. 2D). The helical parameters roll and twist angle were also 
analyzed. These parameters were selected for analysis given 
that intrinsically bent sites are known to exhibit negative Roll 
values, a decrease in the minor groove angle and Twist angles 
greater than 34.00o. Such features reveal curved, left-handed, 
superhelical DNA, which has been implicated in the binding 
of replication and transcription-associated proteins (17). In the 
4.4 kb segment, all the intrinsically bent DNA sites display 
negative roll angles (−0.73; −0.25; −0.76 and −0.26; Fig. 
2B) and twist angles greater than 34.00o (34.30o; 34.02o; 
34.31o and 34.13o; Fig. 2C). The results reveal a curved and 
negative supercoiling DNA in these intrinsically bent DNA re-
gions that are located upstream and downstream of oriGNAI3.

The 2.5 kb segment featured presents with a strong negative 
roll value of −1.1 (Fig. 2E) at the b5 location and a twist angle 
of 34.21o (Fig. 2F), indicating that the DNA at this site has a 
strong curved, left-handed superhelical writhe just down-
stream of oriB.

In silico analysis suggested that the putative intrinsically 
bent DNA sites are present in the environment of oriGNAI3 
and oriB. A mobility shift assay was performed to confirm 
these results.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay confirms the presence of 
intrinsically bent DNA sites adjacent to IRs 
Shifts of restriction fragments from the 4.4 kb and the 2.5 kb 

segments that respectively overlap oriGNAI3 and oriB are 
shown in Fig. 3A and B. Only the AvaI/BlnI 1,516 bp fragment 
from the 4.4 kb segment, which contains the b3 and b4 bent 
DNA sites, exhibited retardation of its electrophoretic mobility 
in polyacrylamide (PA) gels (Fig. 3A, PA gel, lane 1, white ar-
rowhead; R-value 1.15). The 2023 bp SacI/AvaI fragment, 
which contains the intrinsically bent DNA b1 and b2, mi-
grated faster through the PA gel, yielding an R-value of approx-
imately 0.90. Such electrophoretic behavior is indicative of 
non-centered bent DNA sites (5, 18). Indeed, the b1 and b2 
sites lie in the initial third part of the fragment. None of the 
fragments stemming from the PstI/AvaI digestion (lane 2) 
showed strong retardation or faster migration. The 2D model-
ing analysis suggested that straight or curved fragments with 
segments in inverted orientation are responsible for the results 
(see Fig. 4A). 

All fragments from the 2.5 kb region, which contains oriB, 
migrated quickly through the gel (Fig. 3B, PA gel, lanes 1 and 
2, white arrowhead; R-values 0.84 and 0.83). The observed in-
crease in mobility indicates the presence of bent DNA sites in 
one or both extremities (5, 18). Taking into account the posi-
tion of restriction sites in the region, site b5 was difficult to 
centralize in a fragment and was instead assayed by circular 
permutation. The supplementary Fig. 1A shows detailed analy-
sis of the oriB fragment by circular permutation. A 320 bp frag-
ment (position 1,072 to 1,391 bp) containing the b5 site was 
amplified and cloned into the pBendBlue polylinker plasmid 
(19). The recombinant plasmid pBendBlue yields a 454 bp 
fragment, which comprises the 320 bp fragment, 13 bp from 
the pTZ plasmid which was derived from a previous cloning 
strategy and 121 bp from the pBendBlue polylinker. The plas-
mid was serially digested with BglII, XhoI, PvuII, NruI and 
KpnI restriction enzymes. The fragment containing oriB has an 
AT rich S/MAR region, making it difficult to amplify a fragment 
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Fig. 2. In silico analysis of the replication origins oriGNAI3 and oriB.
A restriction map of the AMPD2 amplified segment is shown in 
the diagram at the top of the figure, and the black horizontal ar-
rows below the diagram indicate the direction of gene transcrip-
tion. The wavy lines show the S/MARs (16) and the black bars 
show the location of the oriGNAI3 and oriB IRs as previously de-
scribed (14, 27). The vertical arrows indicate the ENDS ratio (A 
and D) of the prominent peaks and putative bent DNA sites in 
the 4.4 fragment, peak b1 (position 570), b2 (position 1140), b3 
(position 2830), b4 (position 3660), and in the clone 2.5: peak 
b5 (position 1150). Among all sites, b1, b3 and b5 exhibited the 
lowest roll angle values, -0.73; -0.76; -1. (B and E) and the high-
est twist angles, 34.30o; 34.31o; 34.21o, respectively (C and F). 
The ENDS ratio, roll, and twist angle helical parameters were cal-
culated within a 120 bp window and a 10 bp step employing 
Map15a software.

smaller than 320 bp. Nevertheless, the serial digestions con-
firmed the presence of the b5 intrinsically bent DNA site, 
which was also supported by the 2D model depicted (supple-
mentary Fig. 1A and B). 

As a control, the electrophoretic mobility shift assays de-
scribed above were also conducted in the presence of ethi-
dium bromide (EtBr), a DNA intercalating agent that abolishes 
curvature. When the fragments were assayed under these con-
ditions, they migrated to positions in the gel concordant with 
their molecular sizes (data not shown).

2D structure and sequence analysis
The extent of the AT rich region and the 2D projection of the 
3D trajectories of the 4.4 and 2.5 kb restriction fragments, 
which contain the intrinsically bent DNA sites, are shown in 
Fig. 4A and B, respectively. Although the AT rich region does 
not overlap with the intrinsically bent DNA sites, these sites 
are dependent on nucleotide periodicity, and the AT rich re-
gion must be considered when evaluating fragment stability. 
Fig. 4A and B show that all the intrinsically bent DNA sites 
studied here lay within sequences that are at least 55% AT 
rich. A complex structure is observed for the 4.4 kb segment 
(Fig. 4A) in which oriGNAI3 is contained in a nearly straight 
segment, which is flanked by the b1 and b2 sites. Sites b3 and 
b4 drive the fragment in a closed loop structure, and all in sili-
co attempts to extend this fragment using the 3D15m1 soft-
ware failed. The bent DNA site b5 causes a change in the di-
rection of the 2.5 kb fragment, and the 2D model also places 
oriB in a rigid, straight segment (Fig. 4B). 

The 150 nucleotides surrounding each intrinsically bent 
DNA site in the amplified AMPD2 domain were studied 
(supplementary Fig. 2). All observed intrinsically bent DNA 
sites presented with two or more Adenine or Thymine tracts, 
with a periodicity of 10 bp, or multiples of 10 bp (underlined). 
Sites b4 and b5 also harbor the CAnT motif (double underline) 
described by Ohyama (17) as a motif that drives a sequence’s 
curvature. Dinucleotide repeats (DNR), as described for the 
DHFR oriβ (20), are not found in the segments analyzed here 
for oriGNAI3 and oriB.

The data presented here raise an interesting question: does 
the oriGNAI3 structure favor access to the DNA for the repli-
cation machinery? In the eukaryotic nucleus, linear DNA is 
topologically constrained in a loop-organized fashion and the 
mechanisms of origin recognition could be closely associated 
with the chromatin structure. Recently, it was reported that the 
asymmetric pattern of the phased nucleosomes flanking the 
Saccharomyces cerevisae ACS, the consensus sequence of the 
ARS (autonomously replicating sequence), is important for the 
origin selection and function (21). The authors suggest that 
ORC-bound nucleosome-free-regions (NFRs) are flanked by 
nucleosomes positioned at precise intervals. In the Drosophila 
Kc167 cell line, approximately 5000 NFRs were reported, 
where the ORC complex is found to be associated. When ana-
lyzing the entire genome, the density of ORC binding could be 
associated with the replication timing in these cells (22). 
Intrinsically bent DNA sites, which could be responsible for 
distributing the nucleosomes in perfect phased segments, are 
the signal to the ORC complex binding in the NFR site? The 
intrinsically bent DNA sites b1 and b2 that flank oriGNAI3 
could explain the fact that this replication origin is the prefer-
ential site in the AMPD2 amplified domain replication. The 
analysis of the nucleosome positioning in the segment that 
contains the oriGNAI3 replication origin could provide evi-
dence of the involvement of the intrinsically bent sites in 
AMPD2 amplified segment replication initiation. 
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Fig. 3 Electrophoretic mobility shift assays of 
the oriGNAI3 and oriB replication origins. A 
restriction map of the AMPD2 amplified seg-
ment is shown in the diagram at the top of 
the figure. The black horizontal arrows below 
the diagram indicate the direction of gene trans-
cription, the wavy lines demarcate S/MARs (16),
and the horizontal black arrows indicate the 
location of oriGNAI3 and oriB as previously 
described (14, 27). The restriction map at left 
shows the restriction fragments of the 4.4 kb 
clone that contains the oriGNAI3 IR after di-
gestion with EcoRI (E) + SacI (Sa) + AvaI (Av) +
BlnI (Bln) and EcoRI (E) + PstI (Pst) + AvaI 
(Av) restriction enzymes, lanes 1 and 2, 
respectively. An R-value of 1.15 was observed 
for the AvaI + BlnI restriction fragment (white 
arrow in the gels), noted above the schematic 
representation of the same fragment (hatched 
bar). The restriction map at right shows the frag-
ments obtained from the 2.5 kb clone that 
contains oriB after digestion with XbaI (Xb) 
and XbaI (Xb) + XhoI (Xh) restriction enzymes,
lanes 1 and 2, respectively. The restriction frag-
ments, with R-values of 0.84 and 0.85 are in-
dicated in the gels and represented in the re-
striction map, above the gel figures. The other 
fragments didn’t yield values smaller than 0.90
or above 1.10. M, 1 kb DNA ladder (Invitro-
gen); AGA, 1.0% agarose gel; PA, 6.0% poly-
acrylamide gels without ethidium bromide. The
plasmid fragment had a migration close to the 
3,054 bp position of the DNA ladder.

In conclusion, the results shown here describe the mapping 
and the helical parameters of intrinsically bent DNA sites in 
oriGNAI3 and oriB. Further analysis is necessary to determine 
whether these structural features are involved in replication in-
itiation of the AMPD2 domain. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Restriction fragments
The DNA under analysis is derived from the AMPD2 amplified 
segment, which contains the genes GNAI3, GNAT2, AMPD2 
and GSTM. The oriGNAI3 was identified in the intergenic re-
gion between the GNAI3 and GNAT2 genes and oriB in the 
AMPD2 3' segment (13, 23). The p4.4 kb plasmid (Y08232.1) 
that contains the intergenic region GNAI3-GNAT2 and the 
p2.5 kb (X96547) plasmid that contains the 3' segment of the 
AMPD2 gene were purified by the CTAB method (24) and 
cleaved with restriction endonucleases according to the manu-
facturer's instructions.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay
The restriction fragments were examined in an electrophoretic 
mobility shift assay by first resolving them in a 1% agarose gel 
running at 3.5 V/cm at room temperature and through a 6% 
polyacrylamide (PA) gel at 7 V/cm at 4oC. The electrophoresis 
buffer was 1X TBE (45 mM Tris-borate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0), 
and the gels were stained after electrophoresis with 1 μg/ml of 

EtBr and photographed under UV light (UVP Biolmaging 
Systems). A 1 kb ladder (Invitrogen) was used as a molecular 
weight marker. An R-value, corresponding to the ratio of the 
observed fragment length to the real length, was calculated for 
each DNA fragment to determine the gel retardation. R-values 
between 0.90 and 1.09 signify no alteration in the fragment 
mobility; R-values greater than 1.10 indicate a reduced mobi-
lity, whereas R-values less than 0.90 signify an increase in mo-
bility over what is expected for a given molecular size (25). 
The circular permutation experiments were performed for bent 
DNA site b5 as described elsewhere (7, 11, 12, 26). A 320 bp 
fragment (1,072 to 1,391 bp positions) was amplified with the 
following primers: forward 5'-TGC CCA GCG TTT CTC AGT 
GC-3' and reverse 5'-ACT CCT GGA GCA CCA GCC AG- 3' 
and cloned into the pTZ57R/T vector (InsTAclone PCR Clo-
ning kit). A positive pTZ b5 clone was digested with XbaI and 
SalI restriction enzymes and cloned into corresponding sites in 
the pBendBlue plasmid (19). 

In silico analysis
In silico DNA curvature analyses of the sequences were car-
ried out using Trifonov’s wedge model (27). The 2D projection 
of the 3D trajectories was obtained with 3D15m1 software us-
ing the algorithm of Eckdahl and Anderson (28). The helical 
parameters were calculated using Map15a software as de-
scribed elsewhere (11).  

The AMPD2 amplified locus and the restriction fragments of 
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Fig. 4. Adenine/Thymine (AT) percent-
age and 2D projection of the 3D tra-
jectories of the oriGNAI3 and oriB re-
gions. The 4.4 clone sequence con-
taining the four intrinsically bent DNA 
sites b1, b2, b3 and b4 shows AT 
values higher than 50% with the hi-
ghest AT values, 70 and 64%, in sites 
b1 and b3, respectively (A). The 2D pro-
jection shows that the oriGNAI3 region
has a nearly straight segment, only 
disturbed for a minor deflection caused
by a short ENDS ratio peak at the right
side of the b1 site (see Fig. 1). In this
figure, it is clear that the intrinsically 
bent DNA site b3 is responsible for a 
change of the fragment direction. The 
2.5 clone containing the oriB and the 
intrinsically bent DNA site b5 exhibits 
68% AT, lower than observed for the 
MAR region, where a peak with almost
95% is present (B). Otherwise, the oriB
segment 2D projection shows a more 
rigid straight DNA structure. There is 
a change in the direction of the frag-
ment at the b5 site similar to what is 
seen at site b3. The wavy lines indi-
cate the location of the S/MARs within
the fragments.

the p4.4 and p2.5 clones were analyzed in a 120 bp window 
width and a 10 bp step for determination of the ENDS ratio 
(the ratio of the contour length of a fragment helical axis to the 
shortest distance between the fragment ends), twist angle 
(horizontal rotation among two consecutive base pairs), varia-
tions of the roll angle (which estimates the rolling-open of the 
base pairs along their long axes) and AT percentage.
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